Abstract-Social Internet of Vehicles (SIoV) is a new paradigm that enables social relationships among vehicles via the Internet. People in the vehicles using online social networks (OSNs) can be an integral part of SIoV that enables the collection of data for sensing a physical phenomenon, i.e., social sensing. In this paper, we study the main social sensing mechanism in Facebook, comment thread network ( 
I. INTRODUCTION

S
OCIAL Internet of Vehicles (SIoV) provides connectivity between vehicles via the Internet and forms a network that facilitate collective and interactive communication between them for road safety and traffic management [1] , [2] . Although SIoV envisions that vehicles form a machine-to-machine vehicular social networks using vehicular ad hoc networks architectures [4] , people can be part of SIoV by behaving as social sensors [3] . With SIoV concept with commuters and passengers, they can provide inputs for extracting event information from their observations using online social networks (OSNs) such as Facebook. Our problem domain in this paper is estimation of events on the road from observations of the people in vehicles through social networks.
Social sensing, utilization of the information shared in OSNs for sensing a physical phenomenon, is a recently new research field of interest in computer science and associated disciplines. Increased use of OSNs enabled the collection and analysis of data from OSNs (including Twitter, Instagram, and Facebook) to understand collective observations on an event of interest. The significance of the collective observations appears in major social events and online marketing strategies. During major social events, people use OSNs to learn about the general situation regarding the event [5] , [6] . As an example, the active use of OSNs during 2011 Arab Spring and 2013 Boston Marathon Bombings illustrates the significance of the information dissemination through OSNs [7] , [8] . When the global information sources were not available for information retrieval, people followed the course of events by following users' posts in OSNs. Furthermore, fast information spreading capability of OSNs has provided firms to market their products through Online Marketing strategies [9] . The strategies include maintaining a product page in an OSN, in which they share advertorial information about the product, and the users share their opinions about the product. The observations collected in these pages may be an important signal indicating the performance of the product on the market. Therefore, understanding the social sensing mechanisms and the accuracy (or reliability) of collective observations in OSNs is an important problem.
Social sensing can also be used for different applications. For instance, social perception is studied by creating Wi-Fi signal-based system to detect the presence of others for people who are blind or have social disabilities [10] . Furthermore, identification of interesting places in a city can be performed via social sensing applications by collective contribution by social sources such as humans and their smart phones [11] . Furthermore, people-centric or social sensing can be utilized in the Internet of Things and Internet of Vehicles [4] domain to complement physical sensing. In this domain, Qiu et al. [12] investigated the ways how to integrate physical sensing with the social sensing to enable smart city mobility services. The services and applications offered by social sensing will increase.
Up to now, the research on social sensing has mainly evolved in two directions. First, there are studies that perform event detection for various events with OSNs (mostly Twitter) by sentiment analysis on the collected data [13] - [16] . This approach removes the uncertainty in reliability of social sensing by eliminating false or irrelevant user data, however, we are interested in the uncertainty of user observations since social sensing may be required during instantaneous situations, in which the analysis of data is not feasible and the decision-making authorities (e.g., governments in the case of disasters) may rely on the collective observations. In the second approach, several studies introduce the subject from a more abstract level, in which they define OSN users as social sensors, to understand the social and uncertain nature of social sensing. However, they do not provide theoretical understanding of the process on how user observations are formed and how the consensus is reached [17] - [19] . Differently, Krishnamurthy and Poor [20] introduced social sensing from a theoretical level by utilizing social learning and game-theoretic models to investigate the interactions between the users by focusing on decision-making applications. However, the study does not consider the effect of OSN in use during social sensing. In social sensing, OSNs provide the media for generating user observations, hence studying the distinct mechanisms of OSNs is essential in understanding the reliability of social sensing. In this paper, we direct our attention to Facebook, which is the most popular OSN (with respect to statistics in [21] ), yet whose social sensing capabilities have not been studied from a theoretical level before.
Facebook, currently with 1.8 billion active users, is a popular free OSN that allows registered users to create profiles, upload photographs and videos, send messages and keep in touch with friends, family and colleagues [22] . There exists several studies in literature, which investigate the network characteristics and user activities in Facebook by analyzing collected data [9] , [23] , [24] . On the other hand, Tang et al. [26] studied the effect of social influence of a Facebook fan page on movie box offices and develops an influence model to forecast box offices for movies, which shows the potential of Facebook as a medium for social sensing.
Facebook has indeed several features that provide a medium for social sensing. For example, Opinion Polls are the platforms that allow users to survey the opinions of its friends. Similar to Twitter, Facebook also has Hashtag Pages, in which Facebook posts labeled with a specific keyword are collected in a single Facebook page, and the available data may be utilized for social sensing. More importantly, the social sensing mechanism that is most authentic to Facebook is based on the interactions of users through user walls, the Facebook pages in which users either add comments or like the posts that are shared by their friends [23] . The discussion of the opinions through these interactions on Facebook continually yields in a collection of user posts, which is called as comment thread [25] . Comment thread is a medium for social sensing since it facilitates the collection of the opinions of Facebook users on a specific event, which may be estimated using the posts in the comment thread. We name the overall opinion formation process as comment thread network (CTN), and in this paper, we investigate the social sensing capabilities of Facebook CTN for SIoV, which, to the best of our knowledge, have not been studied so far.
Social sensing with CTN is radically different from the existing sensing schemes due to several factors, which stem mainly from the social sensors, i.e., Facebook users along with the features of Facebook. Observation signals are generated by Facebook users through CTN, and they include noise component due to users' perceptions. Moreover, sharing observation signals in various forms in the comment thread may introduce additional noise. After all, studying social sensing mechanisms and the social sensors in OSNs will foster the research on OSNs, and the gained insights are likely to contribute the effective designs of future OSNs along with social sensing applications in many areas in our lives mainly including disaster management, online marketing, and many more to come in future. We investigate its application on SIoV domain.
In this paper, we develop an analytical social sensing model for the formation of user observations and social consensus in Facebook CTN as a part of SIoV from a signal processing perspective, by modeling user observations in vehicles as social signals, and we investigate the accuracy of collective observations for varying user behaviors, relationships, and features of Facebook in SIoV. For the notion of social sensing contains concepts from statistical signal processing along with social learning models in economics, we will use the following group of words estimate signal-social consensus-collective observations and user post-observation signal interchangeably throughout the study.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce the concept of Facebook CTN, describe the main features of Facebook in social sensing and state our assumptions on the Facebook CTN model. In Section III, we develop an analytical social sensing model and derive the estimation error function. In Section IV, numerical analysis is performed and the results are presented. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section V.
II. PRELIMINARIES ON FACEBOOK
COMMENT THREAD NETWORK Social sensing with CTN in Facebook is a sequential process, in which user observations evolve in time, and most comments in comment thread are made in few hours [29] . Therefore, social sensing with CTN may be studied in a limited time window. In a discrete time setting, we limit the time window with the number of participating users in CTN assuming that given an initial post, a single comment is generated at each discrete time step. Briefly, CTN is described as follows. Denoting the present time by n and assuming that the social sensing process ends at time n with N commenting users along with the initial user, who started the comment thread, we examine the course of user actions in CTN from past to present. The illustration of the process is shown in Fig. 1 . Starting from the initialization of the comment thread, the initial Facebook user U 0 creates a post p 0 (n − N) at time n − N, which includes its observation about an ongoing event θ. Due to features of Facebook, this post appears in the Facebook pages of the users who are friends with U 0 . We may call this group of the people as the community C of U 0 . After seeing the post, the users in C may want to share their observations on the initial post. At the next time step, first commenting user, U 1 comments on the initial post with p i+1 (n − N + 1). Similarly, new posts are created sequentially (by the users U 2 , U 3 , . . . , U N ), and at time n, we obtain the set of posts (or comments) P
Besides the set of posts P, Facebook releases an additional information about the popularity of the comments, which is the like count information of each post, denoted by L(p i ) or simply L i . Some users in C may also share their attitudes about the event by liking the relevant user posts in the comment thread. The final set of like count information of the posts, L becomes
Ultimately, using the available data in the comment thread (i.e., the sets P and L) provided by the community, an estimationθ on θ is made as shown in Fig. 2 , in which the estimator block represents the social consensus. In the next section, we briefly describe and assess the main user action related features of Facebook in social sensing with CTN, i.e., comment and like actions, in order to comprehend Facebook CTN completely.
A. User Actions in Facebook CTN
In Facebook CTN, users generate the observation signals through several ways, i.e., by commenting and/or liking a given Facebook post.
1) Comment: By definition, a comment is a remark that expresses a personal reaction or attitude about a given fact. In Facebook, given a user's post, the friends of the user may share their opinions about the post via comment, a feature which allows users to add their opinions under the user's post. The opinion reflects their attitudes and recently learned facts about the state of event. Comments (comment posts) in Facebook may include various types of data such as text, image, video or a link to a Web page.
2) Like: Like is a Facebook feature, available for every user post, which allows other users to demonstrate their support on the shared opinion by clicking like button. In other words, it counts the number of likes that a post gets after it is created. The posts belonging to influential users and containing valuable information are likely to get more likes than the other posts, and users on Facebook use like button for highlighting the post among the other posts [9] . Therefore, like count information may be important in defining the estimate signal θ in Facebook CTN.
Before giving the detailed description of Facebook CTN model in Section III, in the next section, we give the assumptions on the user behaviors and CTN model in Facebook.
B. Model Assumptions
Social sensing with Facebook CTN is a process that evolves in a user's community through comments and likes generated by the user's friends. It is sequential in the sense that users' posts will be affected from preceding users' posts. In our model, we use a discrete time framework and assume that users post their comments in sequence at fixed time steps. It is also assumed that the user will make a comment based on its current belief and the observation shared by the preceding user. In CTN, we assume that each user in the community is a rational user in the sense that it is aware of the event to be estimated θ , hence it does not lie or share irrelevant observation.
III. COMMENT THREAD NETWORK MODEL
Social sensing with Facebook CTN mainly relies on the event of interest θ to be estimated and a community C, in which users' observations on θ are generated. We start our modeling with the user relationships in Facebook CTN.
Assume that the friendship relationships within the community C (of size N + 1) are extracted from the complete social network as a weighted graph, which consists of a set of nodes (Facebook users) and an adjacency matrix W of size (N + 1) × (N + 1), whose elements w ij are nonbinary values between [0, 1] representing the level of the friendship between U i and U j . For higher values of w ij , users U i and U j have a closer relationship. In our modeling, we assume that the relationships are symmetric (w ij = w ji ), and the values of w ij for i = j are ignored due to their irrelevance in defining friendship relationships.
In general, discussions on social issues such as politics, sport events, natural disasters, and product reviews are seen in Facebook comment threads [27] . Therefore, statistical model of the phenomenon θ will heavily depend on the event of interest. For example, if the discussion is on the occurrence of an event (e.g., result of a soccer game), then the event may be modeled as a binary signal. On the other hand, the event of interest may not be about a polarized subject, yet it may be on a subject, in which user observations consist of a continuous range of standpoints. For example, in the estimation of weather temperature, user observations consist of scalar temperature values within a continuous range. In our model, we will simply take phenomenon to be an unknown constant scalar parameter, θ . In the next section, we introduce the social signal model for user observations in Facebook CTN.
A. User Observations
Main components of social sensing with Facebook CTN are the participating users, who act as sensors in observing and sampling the event of interest. They are social sensors, which perform sensing through their perceptions based on the sensory inputs from outside world. However, the users may introduce noise at different levels of sensing process arising from their perceptions of reality and the methods which they reflect their observations in comment thread. Thus, in this section, we decompose user observation signal into two signals, which are pure observation signal and observation encoding noise, and assess their characteristics.
1) Pure Observation Signal: A user's pure observation on the event θ is the reflection of event in user's mind through its perception, which may be dependent on the user including its sensory reception, personal characteristics, and social status. This fact implies that U i 's observation may not be exactly θ due to variance in its perception and may change with time.
To capture the impact of user perceptions in CTN model, we model user observation signals as jointly Gaussian random variables θ i [n] for i = 0 · · · N with mean θ and variance σ 2 θ . Since social sensing in CTN occurs within a community and users are connected via friendship relationships, it is highly possible that users observations are correlated based on their friendship. Friendship distance between two users U i and U j is defined by
the higher the strength of friendship, the distance between two users will be less, hence their ideas will be more correlated. Considering the correlation resulting from time distance between users' posts and friendship relationship among the users, we assume a stochastic relationship between user observations of U i and U j . In a more explicit form, the correlation relationship between θ i [x] and θ j [y] (at times x and y, respectively) is given as
where C(.) is the covariance function which defines the correlation relationships between user observations with respect to friendship and time distance among the posts. In this paper, we use a general multivariate exponential covariance function in the form of
where θ F and θ T are correlation coefficients which determine how quickly covariance falls off with respect to friendship and time distance, respectively, and f is the sampling rate of the observed event [28] . Sampling rate is related to how frequently posts are created in Facebook CTN. For simplicity, we assume that posts are generated in each every minute in correspondence with the discrete time framework (the smallest unit of time is a minute), and f rate is set to one sample per one minute.
2) Observation Encoding Noise: When U i shares its pure observation θ i [n] via a post on Facebook, it has to determine how to encode (or represent) this observation by choosing a proper post type. Facebook allows users to share data in many forms including text, image, video, sound, or Web link. The post types may cause different representations of the pure observation signal, which may change the information quality of the post, i.e., users' perceptions and learning on given pure observation signal [30] . The reason is the fact that the representation of a user's view may be perceived differently by the other users, and the used post type may affect this perception. For example, while a user can alter the content of its observation shared in a text-based post more easily, since the perception of the content heavily depends on the user's writing style, the user's manipulation capabilities are limited in the posts shared as an image or a link since there is no extra room for the user to change these posts in Facebook. Consequently, receiving the pure observation signal in a text-based post is more prone to errors than receiving it in other post types due to both mechanisms of human learning and user characteristics, i.e., the form, which U i uses to represent its observation in, may introduce additional noise for social sensing.
Thus, the use of different post types is likely to change the overall social consensus by altering the observation signals. We may incorporate the effect of different post types by introducing additional noise in users' observations based on the post type they use in CTN, and we will refer to this noise as observation encoding noise.
In our model, we limit the available post types on Facebook by only considering text and links to Web pages, and we assume that text-based posts are less reliable than link-based posts (including both image and text). Therefore, while forming its comment, the user will introduce additional observation encoding noise on its pure observation signal. Consequently, user U i 's overall observation s i [n] becomes T and σ 2 L , respectively, and we assume that σ 2 T ≥ σ 2 L .
B. Comment and Like Process
CTN starts with the first user U 0 's post p 0 (n − N)
In the next time step, upcoming user The user updates its observation with a weighted average social learning rule by allocating weights on each opinion [31] . The weight to be allocated for the preceding post is determined by U 0 's friendship level with U 0 , i.e., w 10 . Using the simplified notation, general form of (8) for commenting users reduces to
The generation of user posts continues sequentially, as described in Section II, and P is obtained.
In addition to user posts, like count information, which is available as a set L = {L 0 , L 1 , . . . , L N } in Facebook should also be considered while modeling social sensing with CTN. Like is the count information of a Facebook post, which may be considered as a signal indicating the favorability of the opinion shared. Given a user post p i , like count of p i , L i , depends on several factors. First, given two Facebook posts, the post which is posted earlier than the other one, is likely to get more likes since its probability of being seen by more users is higher than the other post. Namely, each post p i in CTN will appear for different amount of time in the Facebook pages of the users. Second, it is known that the author of the post, who is a more favorable person in the community than the author of the other post, will get more likes. Thus, we may model the number of likes L i , which post p i receives, with a Binomial distribution, in which L i is the number of successes (likes) in a sequence of X (duration of the post) independent like attempts by a single user, each of which results in success with the probability f i . Assuming that K users attempt to like the post at each time step, we may approximate the total number of likes L i by its mean
where X = N − i + 1 is the number of attempts (duration of the post), K is the number of Facebook users who attempt to like the post at the given discrete time step, and f i is the probability that the post is liked by a user, approximated by the favorability (popularity) of the author of the post, U k (for
which is simply the normalized average of the weights given by the users in C to U k . In other words, f k reflects the user's relationship strength with the community. The higher values of f k (compared to other users) implies that U k is a more favorable user in the community.
C. Facebook Comment Thread Network Estimator
The impact of each user's observation on the estimate signal (social consensus)θ in CTN depends on the like count information of the posts, since like counts in Facebook demonstrate the level of the support on the post and increase its visibility among the other posts. Given that N users post on p 0 , user posts accumulate in comment thread, and ultimately we obtain the collection of data { (p 0 , L 0 ), (p 1 , L 1 ), . . . , (p N , L N ) }, the elements in each tuple represent the comment signal and like count information of the corresponding user, respectively. The general agreementθ on θ may be obtained from the observationsθ (12) which is the weighted average of user observations with respect to their like counts. By explicitly writing the expression in (12) using (9) and (10), we obtain
Since we assume that w ij , L i , K, and p i are fixed parameters for all users in CTN, we simplify the expression in (13) aŝ
where
for i = 0 · · · N and L N+1 = 0, and
In evaluation of the social sensing capabilities of Facebook CTN, we use the estimation error function while analyzing the accuracy of the estimates, defined by mean squared error
The explicit form of D(θ) is given in (18) , shown at the bottom of this page. Figs. 3-7) , using (18) for varying user actions and behaviors, Facebook features and network size in MATLAB. Friendship network on Facebook follows power law characteristics similar to general social network characteristics, however, this type of graph contains overall network structure including all users [24] . Since in this paper we focus on small communities inside Facebook, we simply use random weighted graphs while modeling the relationships within the community and assume that all users in C are friends with each other. Furthermore, since D(θ) depends on the friendship relationships within the community defined by W, the analyses are iterated for various random weighted graphs (10 000 times) and D(θ) is found by taking average of the results in these runs. Since we do not explicitly define θ in our modeling, D(θ) has no unit, and in the analyses, the default parameters in Table I are used unless otherwise stated.
The analysis results are presented in two sections. First, we investigate the changes in estimation accuracy for varying network size and post characteristics. In the second section, we mainly analyze the effect of user behaviors and relationships on social sensing with Facebook CTN.
A. Estimation Accuracy Analysis for Varying Network Size and Post Characteristics
The graph in Fig. 3 illustrates the changes in D(θ) for social sensing with CTN for varying event signal characteristics σ θ along with varying number of users N (note that Facebook CTN has N + 1 users in total, but in our analyses we represent it with the total number of commenting users N for simplicity). In the analysis, the size of community (N) is taken within the range (5, 50) , which is the average number of comments in comment thread [25] . The analysis result shows that while for high values of event signal variance (σ θ = 1 and σ θ = 5), the estimator is defective and increasing N does not improve the accuracy of estimation, for relatively low values of signal variance (σ θ = 0.2), estimation accuracy is significantly higher and it improves with increasing number of participants. This trend indicates that CTN may not be suitable in social sensing for all event types, in which user observation signals are highly volatile.
In Fig. 4 , the effect of variations in post type on estimation accuracy has been investigated. 
B. Estimation Accuracy Analysis for Varying User Behaviors and Relationships
While modeling like process, we assume that the most popular users get more likes compared to other users. In the analysis in Fig. 5 , we compare the accuracy of social sensing for the case, in which we assume that all users are equally liked by their friends, rather than our initial assumption based on popularity-based liking. The graph in Fig. 5 indicates that the estimation is less erroneous with equal likes compared to popularity-based likes. Namely, average of all observation signals yields in better performance instead of amplifying the observations of the several users in the community. Furthermore, equally weighting of the observations makes social sensing more robust to more noisy data types.
By following a similar approach to the previous analysis, in the next analysis we investigate the effect of users' opinion weighting behavior while commenting in CTN. In the previous analyses, we assume that users weight preceding comments based on their friendship relationship with the corresponding user. However, sometimes users may choose to allocate more weight their own observations than the preceding user's comment in CTN. We call this type of behavior as egocentric commenting, in which users share only their observations by ignoring the preceding comments. In this scenario, w i,i+1 = 1 for all i = 0 · · · N, however, note that the observation correlations and like counts are still computed based on the friendship relationships. In the analysis, we also investigate the case in which the users behave temperately by equally weighting their observations against preceding comment. Fig. 6 shows the change in D(θ) for varying user behavior. As can be seen, friendship-based weighting results in estimation with a higher value of error (approximately 3 times order) compared to egocentric and equal weighting. These differences in D(θ) indicate that unequal weighting of observations via friendshipbased weighting while forming social consensus is likely to result in more errors by focusing on few popular individuals' observations when compared to equal weighting.
In the last analysis, we investigate the effect of the correlation between the users in C, which we define using (5) for varying θ F values that change the level of correlation between users' observations. The correlation relationship between users' observations is significant since the accuracy of social sensing in Facebook CTN may change depending on the characteristics of the community. This aspect may especially be important in social sensing applications regarding social events (e.g., political elections). In Fig. 7 , the change in D(θ) is given for varying θ F . In the analysis, we assume that all observations are equally weighted in order to investigate the effect of correlations more clearly. The analysis shows that estimation error increases by approximately 40% as the correlation between the users increases. In other words, less correlated observations benefit to the accuracy of social sensing, and increasing level of correlation in the community is likely to bias the social consensus. Therefore, the selection of community might be an important factor in social sensing with Facebook CTN.
V. CONCLUSION
CTN is the main mechanism for social sensing in Facebook, which is actively used by Facebook users during the course of major social events for estimating an event of interest in SIoV. Understanding the reliability of estimation made out of collective user observations in CTN is significant due to applications of social sensing in numerous aspects of human lives. In this paper, by developing an analytical social sensing model for user observations in CTN from a signal processing perspective, in which we model Facebook users as social sensors and their observations as social signals by incorporating their perceptions in SIoV, we analyze the reliability of Facebook CTN for varying user behaviors and relationships, Facebook features and network size. The results indicate that while the characteristics of the event signal affect the accuracy of the social sensing, also the polarized weighting of the observations and use of less reliable post types in CTN during social sensing are important in the sense that they deteriorate the accuracy of the estimate signal, i.e., social consensus. Furthermore, user relationships inside the community may alter the reliability of social sensing implying that the selection of OSN users in social sensing is essential in obtaining an accurate estimation. In our future research, we aim to investigate and understand the effect of friendship correlations between the users for various types of events and also the effect of liar users in Facebook CTN on the estimate signal. To enhance our model, we will also consider more options beside like such as sad, angry, love, etc.
